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Our mother company Air Eagle (Pvt) Ltd is a project of Shaheen Foundation, PAF.

We are a world-class pilot training academy with ultra-modern facilities contained in a purpose-built campus to ensure you meet your goals. At Air Eagle we use state of the art training aircraft and training devices, which in addition to high quality of ground and flying training, allow us to meet International Standards. We are located at the old terminal of Allama Iqbal International Airport, Lahore, which is right in the heart of Lahore cantt.

Courses

- Private Pilot License (PPL)
- Commercial Pilot License (CPL)
- Instrument Rating (IR)
- Instructor Course (FI)
- Multi Engine Rating (ME)

Join us now

You will have the real opportunity to experience the excitement of flying in the open sky and join this exclusive community.

Location & Facilities

A fully furnished 3 story building. With an attached hangar and tarmac for maintenance established to provide safe and comfortable training environment. Modern training facilities and a well equipped library are our hallmark.
Learn to Fly with us

Flying is a skill that creates many new and exciting opportunities. However, it is a major decision that should be entered into advisedly. Learning to fly is not cheap and you want to be assured that you will be getting maximum value and quality for your money. Air Eagle Aviation Academy is the perfect place to begin or continue your flight training.

We offer Student Pilot to Commercial Pilot ratings including Instrument Rating. We use most proven flight training aircraft which are meticulously maintained by our CAA licensed engineers. Our flying instructors are mostly ex Pakistan Air Force pilots with general aviation experience. Our instructors are highly experienced, have unmatched skills and knowledge to impart flight training of the highest standard ensuring safety. We will take you through a structured training syllabus (Ground and Flight) which is CAA approved. The whole activity is very closely supervised by a highly experienced Chief Flying Instructor.

Discover the freedom of flight, Learn to fly with us!
T-98 Near Punjab VIP Flight Complex
Old Terminal Allama Iqbal International Airport
(042) 36685959-60, 03205593921
info@aireagle.edu.pk | www.aireagle.edu.pk